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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR MODEL CC5100 PLANKTON NET 

WITH DOUBLE-TRIP MECHANISM 

 

1. Ensure that the plankton net is assembled with a 3-point bridle, endless loop sewn to the net 

near the cod end, choker band with 4 rings, and snapper block (optional). See Figure 5.  

2. Prepare the double-trip for operation by pulling up on the actuator arm (see Figures 1 & 2), 

turning the Z-collar pin 90 degrees and pulling up on the actuator arm until it locks in 

place.(See Figure 3.) 

 
Figure 1 – Actuator arm in down 

position.  

Z-collar pin points right. 

 
Figure 2 – Actuator arm in 

middle position.  

 
Figure 3 – Actuator arm in 

fully cocked position.  

 Z-collar pin points left. 

 

If the double-trip is to be used for serial operation (see Figure 4), insert the first serial Go-devil 

lanyard loop into the upper slot on side of housing, then snap the serial Go-devil messenger 

onto the deployment line, and pull up on the actuator arm to capture the lanyard. 

Insert the second serial Go-devil lanyard loop into the lower slot on side of housing, then snap 

the second serial Go-devil messenger onto the deployment line, directly above the first  

messenger, then turning the Z-collar pin 90 degrees and pulling up on the actuator arm locks in  

place. 

 
Figure 4 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR MODEL CC5100 PLANKTON NET 

WITH DOUBLE-TRIP MECHANISM 

3. Insert orange 3-point bridle ring onto lower latch and lock into place. 

4. Run the choker line through the choker band rings all around the center of the net, loop 

securely and tie the choker line to the open hole near the bottom of the double-trip. The choker 

line can also be fastened to the double-trip with a shackle. Ensure that the choker line is clear 

of the net to avoid fouling. 

5. Roll up the net, leaving endless loop exposed. Run one end of the endless loop under the mouth 

ring, the other end over the mouth ring, and secure both ends of the endless loop to the upper 

latch. To secure the upper latch, simply push the free-swinging pawl into the upper latch bar 

until it locks. Do not force the spring-loaded upper latch bar into the cavity of the housing, as 

this may cause the latch to get stuck, damaging the spring. 

6. Remove both locking pins, then slide the double-trip mechanism onto the deployment line and 

re-insert locking pins.  

7. Install wire stop in cavity of double-trip mechanism between the locking pins. Clamp the wire 

stop onto the line by tightening both hex nuts.If the expected pull exceeds 500 Kg, one or more 

additonal wire stops must be placed on the line directly below the double-trip housing.Install 

snapper block onto the line below both  serial messengers. See Figure 5 for diagram of 

complete system. 
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Figure 5 – Complete assembly of plankton net with double-trip 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR MODEL CC5100 PLANKTON NET 

WITH DOUBLE-TRIP MECHANISM 

 

8. To open the net, slide the first Go-devil messenger down the line until it strikes the actuator 

arm. The upper latch opens, releasing the endless loop and opening the net. For serial 

operation, the first Go-devil messenger is released. This messenger also release the snapper 

block, which breaks away with the net. See Figure 6. 

9. To close the net, slide the second Go-devil messenger down the line until it strikes the actuator 

arm. The lower latch opens, releasing the 3-point bridle and simultaneously closing the net 

with the choker line. For serial operation, the second Go-devil messenger is released. See 

Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6  

 


